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**Brisbane Executive Summary**

- **Easily accessible**
  
  Brisbane is serviced by one of Australia’s fastest-growing airports with a network of direct flights from 33 international and 51 domestic destinations.

- **Destination appeal**
  
  From the cultural, culinary and recreation hub of the CBD, to beautiful natural landscapes and incredible wildlife, Brisbane offers a wide choice of world-renowned attractions.

- **Warm climate and alfresco lifestyle**
  
  Known as the Sunshine State, Queensland’s subtropical climate offers warm weather and an alfresco lifestyle. Delegates will be welcomed to a vibrant and contemporary city featuring stylish hotels, an eclectic dining and entertainment scene, and a rich cultural precinct.

- **Affordability**
  
  Brisbane’s prices are among the most competitive in the world today.

- **An ideal conference city**
Pullman & Mercure Hotels
King George Square
cnr Ann & Roma Streets
Brisbane
Pullman Hotel
Brisbane

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZqT_jHXE5I
Conference Facilities
Up to 400 in Classroom Setting
4 and 5 Star Accommodation
BRISBANE MUST DO EXPERIENCES.

WILDLIFE
Cuddle a koala and feed a kangaroo at Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary. Hand-feed wild dolphins at Tangalooma Island Resort. Head to Australia Zoo for an up-close encounter with crocodiles or witness the beauty of migrating whales with Brisbane Whale Watching.

EXPLORE
Get to know the city through the eyes of a local and join one of our Walk Brisbane tours. For those looking to get out and explore Brisbane’s beautiful surrounding hinterlands and rainforests, be sure to join Queensland Day Tours, Eco-Safaris Queensland or Far Horizons Bush Tours.

CRUISE THE RIVER
See Brisbane from a different perspective aboard one of the river cruises. Sit back and relax as you travel to Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary aboard Mhirar Cruises. Take in all the city sights and receive informative on-board commentary with River City Cruises, or ride the iconic paddle-wheeler and enjoy lunch or dinner on board Kookaburra Showboat Cruises.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
Abseil the iconic Kangaroo Point Cliffs or kayak along the Brisbane River with Riverlife. Take in spectacular sights and gently float away with Hot Air Brisbane or Floating Images. Take in the breathtaking views across the city with Story Bridge Climb. Explore the city on two wheels with Brisbane by Bicycle or X-Wing Segway Tours.

ABORIGINAL EXPERIENCES
Discover Brisbane’s fascinating Aboriginal history through a city walking tour with BlackCard Cultural Tours, browse cutting-edge First Nations’ artworks at the Henderson Gallery, or see Aboriginal culture and Australian colonial history come to life through a powerful live-theatre experience at Spirits of the Red Sands.

EVENTS
Brisbane has an expanding cultural and events scene, with exclusive shows, major sporting events and significant international exhibitions in world-class venues. Explore the Queensland Cultural Centre and visit the Queensland Art Gallery|Gallery of Modern Art, Queensland Performing Arts Centre and Queensland Museum & Sciencentre.

ISLAND ESCAPES
Discover the beauty of Brisbane’s surrounding islands. Travel to Moreton Island with Tangalooma Island Resort, Australian Sunset Safaris or Dolphins in Paradise. Alternatively, explore the untouched beaches and bushland of North Stradbroke Island with Shakas Adventure Tours.

DINING
With an array of award-winning restaurants and bars offering everything from Moreton Bay prawns to greens from the Lockyer Valley, discover Brisbane’s culinary precincts including the Eagle Street Pier, South Bank’s Little Stanley Street and River Quay, and Fortitude Valley’s James Street.
We’ll see you there then mate!